
Map No 18 Direction of walk on map Top/Bottom 
 
1. With care cross over Wall Hill Rd, proceed up Windmill Lane to Checkpoint 7 

2. Approaching Birchley Hall Fm the lane becomes a track, thro’ kissing gate left of 
field gate, then in approx. 100m turn Right thro’ gate beside double metal gate. 

3. Follow farm track to edge of wood, continue with wood on right to field corner. 

4. Turn Right and follow fenced path on edge of wood, proceed with wood on right 
ignoring stile on left. 

5. Over stile at end of fenced path, forward to next stile. 

6. Keeping wood on right, continue and pass thro’ hedge gap.  Approx. 75m from 
gap turn Left at Waymark Post (can be hidden in holly bush), joining “A Heart 
of England Way’, across field to take stiles and footbridge over Pickford Brook. 

7. Continue forward and exit field through kissing gate and over footbridge onto 
road (Harvest Hill Lane). 

8. Turn Left to Ivy House Farm. 

9. Turn Right and over stile into field opposite the farm. 

10. Continue with hedge on left over three fields and one stile, (the final one on 
ACW 40-mile route!  Plus one new “pedestrian gate within a field gate” where 
there was a gap), to the edge of woods and thro’ kissing gate into sunken lane. 

11. Turn Left along sunken lane and after a short distance turn Right thro’ kissing 
gate and walk down thro’ the woods (Meriden Shafts). 

12. Exit wood through kissing gate, then bear right over board-walk and then 
sleeper footbridge and climb through two ‘horse jump’ fields. 

13. Thro’ kissing gate in gap in hedge, left of wooden building, then with hedge on 
left down field to exit  thro’ another gate into road (Showell Lane). 

14. Turn Right and in a short distance reach the ‘Green’ at Eaves Green. 

15. At the ‘Green’ take the left hand fork (Eaves Green Lane), downhill. 

16. Proceed under A45 and continue forward at junction with Walsh Lane to reach 
the “Queen’s Head Pub” which is the FINISH. 

 

 
Well Done ! 


